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T
he debate over the importance of antibiotic use in 

agriculture as a driver of antimicrobial resistance 

(AMR) has been active since the first reports of drug 

resistance in agricultural settings, which coincided with the 

first reports of drug resistance in clinical settings.  In order 

to move forward in developing concerted programmes at 

local, national and global levels for responding to the crisis 

in AMR, we need to incorporate state-of-the-art scientific 

understanding of molecular microbiology as well as the state-

of-the-science on AMR selection and dissemination.  

There are very few differences between the conditions of 

antimicrobial use in agriculture and in healthcare in terms of 

drivers for the emergence of resistance.  This is not surprising:  

many of the conditions under which antimicrobials are used 

in food animal production – overcrowding, lack of sanitation, 

administration of drugs without information on target 

pathogens or antimicrobial susceptibility, failure to treat 

wastes prior to discharge – are the same as the risk factors 

that we have long recognized as drivers of AMR in human 

healthcare settings. However, unlike healthcare, there are few 

programmes or regulations to ameliorate these conditions.  

Other conditions of antimicrobial use are specific or more 

common to agriculture – subtherapeutic exposures (below the 

MIC); extended duration of dosing; co-exposures to multiple 

antimicrobials administered in feeds, lack of infection control 

and incomplete biosecurity and biocontainment throughout 

the food production chain (1). These conditions amplify the 

dissemination and persistence AMR, including multidrug-

resistant strains of zoonotic pathogens and they ultimately 

contribute to the major reservoirs for AMR genes in animal 

guts and in the environment.  On a mass basis, the major route 

of release from food animal production to the environment is 

through disposal of untreated animal wastes from farms and 

processing plants. In addition to AMR-resistant pathogens 

and resistance genes, these wastes contain unmetabolized 

antimicrobials and spilled feeds containing antimicrobials. As 

a result, soils, sediments, and surface waters in agricultural 

areas are contaminated by AMR genes, antimicrobials and 

All uses of antimicrobials contribute to the emergence and dissemination 
of resistance, and therefore effective interventions to control antimicrobial 
resistance (AMR) must address all of the major uses of antimicrobials in both 
healthcare and agriculture.  There is ample evidence that AMR can emerge and 
be disseminated from agriculture to human populations. This evidence includes 
first reports of resistance, increases and decreases in AMR in human isolates 
following additions and bans on antimicrobial use in animal feeds, and resistance 
associated with first use of novel molecules in agriculture prior to clinical use.  In 
terms of amplification, agricultural practices are more likely to support global 
spread and persistence of AMR in the microbiome.  All uses of antimicrobials 
should be evaluated in an integrated manner because of the interconnectedness 
of agriculture and human health, particularly through the food supply.  This 
interconnectedness makes it impossible and potentially misleading to attempt to 
control and separately estimate the attributable risk of each source.  
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AMR bacteria.  These environmental microbiomes are the 

ultimate reservoirs of AMR (including resistomes or the 

microbial pangenomic resources for resistance and mobilomes 

or the resources for gene transfers among microbes) (2).

Mechanisms of AMR
Antimicrobials are natural products and AMR has existed for 

billions of years within and among microbial communities as 

“bioweapons” used by microbes in competition for nutrients 

and space.  This warfare has resulted in pressure for survival 

of these attacks through evolutionary processes that select 

for traits and genes that confer resistance to these natural 

toxins. Pressures from human uses of antimicrobials are very 

recent, following on not only their discovery and isolation 

but also the development of mass production in the 1940s 

and marketing for both clinical medicine and agriculture.  

During the first years following discovery and production 

of antimicrobials, this prehistory of AMR was largely 

unknown.  As a result, it was generally thought that AMR 

depended solely on evolutionary mechanisms for the 

emergence of antibiotic resistance.  This is a random 

process, highly dependent upon growth rates of bacterial 

populations.  Studies of bacterial response to antimicrobial 

pressure identified an additional mechanism independent 

of growth rate and genetic mutation that involved 

horizontal transfers of resistance genes among bacteria 

(3). Later research demonstrated that these horizontally 

transferred genes could be incorporated into the genome 

of the recipient cell, and the cell was able to synthesize 

protein targets of drugs that were altered such that 

these targets were resistant to the same drugs.  We now 

recognize that horizontal gene transfer (HGT), rather than 

mutation, is the major mode by which bacteria respond 

to antimicrobial pressure through multiple mechanisms 

including conjugation or exchange through direct cell:cell 

contact, transformation or incorporation of naked DNA 

from the extracellular environment, and transduction or 

horizontal gene transfer (4).  Because HGT does not depend 

upon the random events of evolutionary adaptation, the 

“cost of resistance” theory does not apply.  This theory holds 

that in the absence of a stressor such as antimicrobials, 

the microbial population reverts to the “wild” type since 

the presence of the gene mutation must exert some cost in 

terms of energetics or reproductive rates (5). The dominant 

role of HGT explains why AMR may persist after removal 

of drug pressures. HGT also transfers individual resistance 

genes as well as cassettes of multiple genes that encode 

for co-resistance and co-selection of resistance within and 

among microbial communities.

We still have important gaps in our knowledge of the 

mechanisms of AMR. Many of these introduce bias towards 

underestimating the problem.  For example, we continue to 

focus on examining AMR in pathogenic bacteria, a definition 

that is relevant to human health but not necessarily to the 

networks of gene exchange within the microbial world 

or microbiome including commensal strains.  Within the 

environment and animal guts, most of the resistome is 

present in commensal strains (6, 7).  Also in general we define 

resistance phenotypically, that is, by the response of bacterial 

cultures to in vitro antimicrobial challenge.  We do not assess 

the presence of resistance genes within specific bacterial 

strains or the microbial community (or microbiome).  In terms 

of understanding and controlling AMR, we need to assess the 

entirety of the resistome and the mobilome (2).  

Conditions of AM use in agriculture as risk factors 
for emergence and dissemination
Food animal production has been identified as a source of 

human infections by virulent and drug-resistant infections as 

early as studies of farmers by Williams Smith (8).  We need to 

understand and recognize the similarities and differences in 

antimicrobial use in agriculture and healthcare.  Overall, the 

most significant risk factor driving AMR emergence in any 

setting is the volume of drug use, as recognized by Fleming 

in his Nobel Prize speech (9).  Empirical data supports this 

for both clinical and agricultural uses in studies of both 

uses and bans (10). In many countries, the largest use of 

many antimicrobials is in agriculture, not medicine (11). The 

response of the microbiome to antimicrobial pressure is 

shaped by the characteristics of antimicrobials exposure, 

which often differ between agriculture and healthcare.  

Subtherapeutic exposures, which are common in food 

animal production, are particularly effective as drivers of 

selection for AMR by driving cell division and mutation as 

well as horizontal transfer of resistance genes. Continuous 

or prolonged low- level antimicrobial use expands resistomes 

in hosts and the environment. Multidrug pressure, also 

common in food animal production, enhances the emergence 

and dissemination of multidrug resistance though horizontal 

transfer of multiple resistance genes (12).  

Other practices and policies in agriculture have also 

contributed to the erosion of antimicrobial effectiveness in 

medicine, including the approval of new antimicrobials for 

agricultural use prior to registration for clinical medicine (13-

15) as well as approval of a clinical drug for agricultural use, 

which greatly increases the overall volume of antimicrobial 

use.  Studies from many countries have demonstrated large 

increases in the prevalence of quinolone resistance in human 

isolates of Campylobacter after approval of enrofloxacin, a 

quinolone drug, for use in poultry feeds (16) (Figure 1 overleaf).
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there is an extensive literature on the presence of AMR strains 

of Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Enterococcus faecalis, 

and a range of Gram-negative pathogens in all these settings 

(18, 19).

Extended spectrum β lactamase (ESBL)+ in Enterobacteriaceae 

is an exemplary case of the importance of an integrated 

perspective uniting agriculture, food, and the environment. 

ESBL+-strains of many of highly pathogenic bacteria have 

now been reported worldwide from the Americas, Europe, 

Asia-Pacific, and Africa (20). Carbapenemase-producing 

strains of Klebsiella pneumoniae, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Acinetobacter baumannii and other pathogens 

are also increasingly reported in isolates from human 

populations. Almost as soon as new extended spectrum β 

lactam antimicrobials have been developed and approved for 

use in healthcare, they have also been permitted for use in food 

animal production in many countries (21). Not surprisingly, 

reports of new ESBL+ strains are also quickly reported from 

both healthcare and agriculture.  Although carbapenems are 

not generally registered for use in agriculture, carbapenemase 

genes have in bacteria carried by food animals and other 

biota, possibly driven by over use of extended spectrum 

cephalosporins (22). These drugs are used without formal 

approval in other regions. A recent study of smallholders in 

Peru reported on resistance to cephalosporins and many other 

antimicrobials in E. coli isolates from poultry and farmers (23).

Dissemination 
The most significant risk factor for AMR dissemination from 

animals to humans is through the food supply. We recognize 

the importance of food products from animals, but another 

important but often overlooked pathway of dissemination is 

through the environment to food crops consumed by humans. 

Examples have involved crops grown with animal wastes (as in 

organic production) or grown with irrigation by surface water 

sources contaminated by run off from land disposal of animal 

wastes.   Food animal production is a multi-step process that 

amplifies the prevalence of resistance and opportunities for 

dissemination among animals and human populations (17).  

This is shown in Figure 2 for agriculture (a) and hospitals (b).

  

Conditions of antimicrobials use in agriculture
The conditions of antimicrobials use in agriculture include 

the major drivers of resistance and dissemination: large 

volumes of antimicrobial use, sub-therapeutic and extended 

exposures of animal gut microbiomes, co-exposures to drug 

mixtures and other agents in feeds (including metals), regional 

and international movement of animals and food products, 

production methods in agriculture, and exposures of workers 

and other biota.  AMR zoonotic pathogens and AMR genes have 

been detected in food animals and their wastes, in carcasses 

and consumer food products, and in air and wastewater at 

retail outlets such as wet markets. Among these pathogens, 
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Figure 1:  Trends in prevalence of fluoroquinolone resistance in clinical isolates of Campylobacter jejeuni, in Spain, examined for resistance from 1987 to 
1996.  Before approval of FQs in poultry and livestock production, resistance was relatively rare (<10%); after approval, the prevalence of resistance rose 
quickly.  These and similar data are discussed by Angulo et al, 2004.



from several regions that have reported recent increases 

in the presence of ESBL genes and resistance in pathogens 

isolated from poultry and other food animals, as well as from 

food products and within the environment of animal slaughter 

and processing plants (24). Moreover, to an increasing extent, 

ESBL resistance is coupled with other resistance determinants, 

including cystins, packaged in transferrable gene cassettes.  

Cross movement between agriculture and healthcare 
The most important issue in resolving the continuing debate 

over the relative importance of agriculture and healthcare as 

sources of AMR is to understand that these two sectors are 

not independent.  The same pathways – food and environment 

-- are common to both healthcare and agriculture, since both 

food and people move between these settings. There are no 
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We recognize that contamination of the food supply is a 

critically important event for the generalized dissemination of 

resistant pathogens from agriculture to human populations. 

For that reason, there are national programmes for monitoring 

the presence of zoonotic pathogens and AMR strains in 

food products.  There are fewer programmes for reporting 

on antimicrobial use in agriculture.  Very few of these are 

systematic and most of these do not include cephalosporins.  

However, the environment is equally important as a reservoir 

for resistance genes primarily through releases throughout the 

stages of food production and the disposal of untreated animal 

wastes on land.  Despite the importance of the environment 

in containing AMR, there are no systems of environmental 

monitoring of AMR so that we cannot fully estimate the current 

magnitude of these routes of exposure.  There are studies 
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Figure 2: Amplification of AMR transmission in agriculture and healthcare.  In agriculture larger volumes of antimicrobials are used as compared to 
healthcare, and larger numbers of animals in poultry houses are exposed to antimicrobials as compared to humans in hospital or healthcare settings.  
Continuous exposures to mixtures of antimicrobials are of longer duration in agriculture.  Stressful conditions and poor hygiene favour spread of infections 
within and among flocks.  In contrast, the clinical encounter is usually one:one, or sometimes groups are at risk of infection.  Treatment usually involves 
one or two drugs at a time for a duration usually less than one month.  Within poultry houses, workers are rarely provided effective personal protective 
equipment (PPE) to prevent infection or carriage (except for rare events such as HPAI). Biocontainment of pathogens is highly incomplete.  In healthcare, 
workers are provided equipment to reduce personal exposures and work practices are required to reduce spreading of pathogens among patients and 
others in the hospitals.  Hospital wastes are usually treated through incineration or wastewater treatment methods.  In agriculture, there is no treatment of 
animal wastes prior to disposal or use as manure in open systems.  In agriculture, animals are transported to slaughter and processing plants in open crates.  
Disinfection methods after slaughter and prior to processing are also ineffective such that animal carcasses are cross contaminated during processing.  
After processing, consumer food products are not tested for pathogen carriage resulting in high rates of pathogen contamination and consumer exposures.  
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real barriers between the movement of the same strains of 

AMR pathogens between agriculture and healthcare settings.  

This movement goes both ways as shown in a well annotated 

genomic history of the cross transmission of so-called 

“livestock” strains of MRSA (ST398) from humans to animals 

and from animals to humans (25). These interactions make it 

difficult, if not impossible, to define and quantify agricultural-  

and healthcare-related attributable risks of human exposure 

to AMR pathogens.

Conclusions
There is adequate evidence to prioritize agricultural use of 

antimicrobials as sources of exposure of human populations to 

ESBL+ Enterobacteriaceae and other AMR zoonotic pathogens. 

The reservoirs for AMR genes include animal and human host 

guts, animal wastes, and the environments into which releases 

from animal confinement houses and wastes are discharged 

without pretreatment or monitoring. The molecular 

mechanisms driving AMR emergence and dissemination in 

agriculture involve conditions known to drive selection for 

resistance through stimulation of both evolutionary and non-

evolutionary mechanisms. These are in large part the same 

conditions that have long been recognized as major risk factors 

for AMR in human healthcare settings. Unlike healthcare, 

there are no programmes to ameliorate these conditions.   

Other conditions of antimicrobial use in agriculture – sub-MIC 

exposures; long duration dosing; multiple agents administered 

in feeds, lack of waste management and lack of biosecurity 

and biocontainment – favour emergence, persistence and 

dissemination of AMR, including MDR phenotypes.

Much of the debate on this topic is misplaced.  Because of 

the interconnectedness of agriculture and human populations, 

it is not likely to be possible to estimate the attributable risk of 

agricultural and non-agricultural sources of AMR.  We should 

be more concerned that our information on sources and 

prevalence of AMR is skewed since our knowledge of settings 

other than healthcare and nonpathogenic organisms is almost 

non-existent.  

Improvements in both surveillance and monitoring of 

agriculture (including food, workers on farms and in slaughter 

and processing) as well as the environment are essential 

for identifying critical opportunities for early detection and 

the development of interventions specific to agricultural 

antimicrobial use as part of the overall WHO programme 

on responding the threat of AMR. This is not to disregard 

the importance of ensuring prudent use of antimicrobials 

in healthcare; this article demonstrates the importance of 

developing guidance and programmes that extend to and 

integrate findings on all uses and abuses of AMs.  n
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